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                            Conquestador Casino Canada Review 2024                        

                    
                                            
                            Established in 2018, Conquestador online casino is a reputable gaming platform that has risen through the ranks and currently excels at captivating Canadian players. The casino holds offshore licenses from the Malta Gaming Authority, the UK Gambling Commission, in addition to the Alcohol and iGaming Commission in Ontario. The casino welcomes new players with a substantial offer of up to CAD $2,000 and 200 free spins distributed over five deposits. Enjoy a variety of games from renowned developers like NetEnt, Microgaming, and Yggdrasil.  Spin the reels on popular slots like Gates of Olympus and Mega Moolah, or test your skills in classic table games such as poker and blackjack.                         
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                                    With 13+ supported payment options, you get to conveniently deposit funds using methods like MasterCard, VISA, or e-wallets with a minimum deposit of $10. Withdrawals are simple, with options like Neteller and MuchBetter, allowing quick access to your winnings. Conquestador Casino offers a mobile-optimized website compatible with Android, Apple, and Windows devices, ensuring flexible and convenient access. Count on their 24/7 support via email or live chat for any queries you might have.

What is Conquestador Casino Online?

Here’s a brief overview of the perks and quirks of Conquestador online casino. If this seems brief, do not despair. We’ve covered a more sufficient exposé in the remainder of our guide.
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                                                Info                                            	
                                                Description                                            
	
                                                            ESTABLISHED                                                        	
                                                            April 1, 2018                                                        
	
                                                            LICENSES                                                        	
                                                            Malta Gaming Authority - MGA/B2C/818/2020  UK Gambling Commission - UK 051011-R-328955-011                                                        
	
                                                            WELCOME BONUS                                                        	
                                                            C$2,000 + 200 FS                                                        
	
                                                            MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT                                                        	
                                                            English, Finnish, French                                                        
	
                                                            MIN/MAX WITHDRAWAL LIMITS                                                        	
                                                            C$50/C$30,000                                                        
	
                                                            WITHDRAWAL METHOD                                                        	
                                                            EcoPayz, iDebit, InstaDebit, Interac, Mastercard, MuchBetter, Visa                                                        


                                                    

                    

                


                            
                    
                        
                            
                                                            
                                    Conquestador Casino Pros and Cons

Compared with other similar casinos in the Canadian online gaming space, the site tags several substantial perks. Top among the pros cons Conquestador Casino includes its generous welcome offers and its multilingual customer support. Regardless, the casino isn’t without its drawbacks. A few of the pros cons Conquestador Casino are:

                                

                                                    

                    

                

                            
                    
                        
                        
                                                            	
                                                PROS                                            	
                                                CONS                                            
	
                                                            ✅ Hold licenses from Malta Gaming Authority, and the UK Gambling Commission attesting to fair gaming practices.                                                         	
                                                            ❌ No dedicated mobile app support is available for either Android or iOS devices.                                                         
	
                                                            ✅ Multilingual support is available in English, Finnish, and French.                                                         	
                                                            ❌ No support for contact via telephone lines.                                                         
	
                                                            ✅ Dedicated support team providing 24-hour guidance via live chat and email.                                                         
	
                                                            ✅ Generous welcome offer of $2,000 + 200 FS spread over five deposits. 	                                                        


                                                    

                    

                


                            
                    
                        
                            
                                                            
                                    Conquestador Casino Games

The site’s gaming library, alongside its welcome package, is by far its strongest attraction. Conquestador casino game portfolio spans the categories of slots, table games, and live dealer options. Simply register with the casino to have access to all games Conquestador available to players.

Some of the topmost gaming providers you’re sure to come across include: Big Time Gaming, Booming Games, Thunderkick, Yggdrasil, Playson, Netent, NoLimit City, Foxium, Playtech, Hacksaw Gaming, iSoftBet, and Microgaming, among others.
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Slots

Slots available at Conquestador online casino span the categories of Jackpots, Video, and Classic slots. With the search bar, you can search through available popular Conquestador casino games using properties such as slot features, volatility return to player percentage themes, and gaming providers. Some popular gaming titles you are sure to come across are Ugga Bugga, Book of Dead Slot, Legendary Diamond, Gates of Olympus, and Joker Bombs. Popular jackpot slots include: Jackpot Raiders, and Mega Moolah, among others.

Table Games 

Available subcategories of table games include: blackjack, roulette, baccarat, and poker. You’ll find variants of these available as well.

Live Dealer Games 

Available live dealer games Conquestador online casino spans categories of blackjack, roulette, and baccarat. Their live dealer lobby is powered by Evolution Gaming and Pragmatic Play. With live dealer games, you can stream real-time gameplay right to your phone screen.

Conquestador Casino Bonuses Terms and Conditions

New players can claim up to CAD $2,000 plus 200 free spins as part of the casino’s substantial welcome package. Keep in mind that this offer is spread over five deposits. In addition to the welcome bonuses, you’ll be credited an extra CAD $10 for live dealer games and another CAD $10 for sports betting.

Here’s a comprehensive breakdown of what to expect:

	STAGE	MIN DEPOSIT	PERCENTAGE MATCH	BONUS CAP
	1st Deposit	C$20 – C$49	200%	C$50
	C$50 – C$499	150%	C$300
	>C$500	100%	C$2,000
	2nd Deposit	C$40	100%	C$300
	3rd Deposit	C$50	50%	C$400
	4th Deposit	–	50%	C$500
	5th Deposit	–	25%	C$750


Alongside the monetary offers, you’ll get credited 200 free spins after making your first deposits. This offer is applicable only to the Midas Golden Touch slot, and you must’ve deposited at least $20 to claim this offer. The Free Spins are typically awarded daily over 10 days in sets of 20 spins each.

	Deposit a minimum of C$20 to claim the first 20 free spins.
	Wager over C$40 to claim an additional 20 free spins.
	For every additional C$20 wagered, you’ll be awarded 20 more free spins.
	All free spins will expire after 364 days of you signing up.
	Complete the wagering requirement on each set of free spins within the first 72 hours.
	Each free spin is worth C$0.1 each. The Free spins set is activated from the promotions.


Every earning from your bonus winnings is lumped with the pre-existing balance and is subject to a 30x playthrough requirement. Every wagering requirement must be completed within 72 hours of being claimed.

Payment Methods at Conquestador Casino CA

Banking methods supported include traditional options, such as Visa and MasterCard, plus a few modern payment options, such as Neosurf and Interac.  There are 13 accepted deposit methods at the site. All the options are free of charge except iDebit, which carries a $1.50 fee, and the minimum deposit amount is $10.

There are ten available withdrawal options. The minimum withdrawal amount is $20 unless you request a MuchBetter withdrawal, in which case the minimum amount is $100. There are no fees attached to withdrawals. Withdrawal times can vary, but in most cases, your funds will be in your cash wallet within 3 working days.

Deposit Methods

Deposit options available at Conquestador Casino Canada include the categories of Credit/Debit Cards, vouchers, bank transfers, and digital wallets. Currently, there is no support for deposits with cryptocurrencies. Here’s an overview of available deposit methods at the casino

                                

                                                    

                    

                

                            
                    
                        
                        
                                                            	
                                                DEPOSIT METHOD                                            	
                                                MINIMUM/MAXIMUM DEPOSIT/DEPOSIT PERIOD                                            
	
                                                            MasterCard                                                        	
                                                            C$10/C$5,000/Instant                                                        
	
                                                            VISA                                                        	
                                                            C$10/C$5,000/Instant                                                        
	
                                                            Neteller                                                        	
                                                            C$10/C$5,000/Instant                                                        
	
                                                            Skrill                                                        	
                                                            C$10/C$5,000	Instant                                                        
	
                                                            MuchBetter                                                        	
                                                            C$10/C$5,000	Instant                                                        
	
                                                            Flexepin Voucher                                                        	
                                                            C$15/C$350/Instant                                                        
	
                                                            Jeton                                                        	
                                                            C$10/C$5,000/Instant                                                        
	
                                                            AstroPay                                                        	
                                                            C$15/C$6,500/Instant                                                        
	
                                                            Ecopayz                                                        	
                                                            C$10/C$5,000/Instant                                                        


                                                    

                    

                


                            
                    
                        
                            
                                                            
                                    Withdrawal Methods

The least supported withdrawal amount for all withdrawal methods is $20, except for bank transfers which supports withdrawals starting at $100. The maximum amount you can withdraw at a go is $5,000. Remember to complete your KYC verification checks early on. You’ll not be permitted to withdraw your earnings without having your identity verified.

                                

                                                    

                    

                

                            
                    
                        
                        
                                                            	
                                                WITHDRAWAL METHOD                                            	
                                                MINIMUM/MAXIMUM WITHDRAWAL                                            
	
                                                            MasterCard                                                        	
                                                            C$20/C$5,000                                                        
	
                                                            VISA                                                        	
                                                            C$20/C$5,000                                                        
	
                                                            Bank Transfer                                                        	
                                                            C$100/C$5,000                                                        
	
                                                            Neteller                                                        	
                                                            C$20/C$5,000                                                        
	
                                                            Skrill                                                        	
                                                            C$20/C$5,000                                                        
	
                                                            MuchBetter                                                        	
                                                            C$20/C$5,000                                                        
	
                                                            AstroPay                                                        	
                                                            C$20/C$5,000                                                        
	
                                                            Ecopayz                                                        	
                                                            C$20/C$5,000                                                        
	
                                                            Jeton                                                        	
                                                            C$20/C$5,000                                                        


                                                    

                    

                


                            
                    
                        
                            
                                                            
                                    How to Register at Conquestador Casino
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Casino sign-up process Conquestador casino Canada, you must submit three classes of basic KYC information. These include:

	Email and password.
	Personal details.
	Address


The casino sign-up process Conquestador site is simple and stress-free. After you’ve submitted every bit of info that may be requested of you, head out to your email to confirm your account via the provided verification link. After tapping on the link, fund your account and start gambling.

Conquestador Casino offers a mandate that necessitates all players to complete KYC verification checks before their withdrawal requests can be processed. Here’s a concise step-by-step guide you ought to consider sticking with to verify your account:

	Sign in to your account. Head to the “My Account” section.
	Tap on the “Verification” tab.
	Select the document type you want to upload
	Scan both the back and front portions of the document.
	Tap on the “Choose File” button, and upload the images you want.
	Complete your verification check.


The support team at the casino will review your documents and will inform you of additional paperwork you may need. Failure to verify your ID may result in payment delays or the casino indefinitely suspending your account.

Conquestador Mobile Casino

The mobile gaming market keeps expanding, and fortunately, the platform has joined the leagues of online gambling smartphone providers. In addition to having dedicated mobile apps compatible with iOS and Android devices, there’s also a mobile website version that supports games accessible from the mobile browser interface. You’ll find the same Conquestador casino games accessible on the desktop client available on the mobile version as well. Fortunately, every gaming provider at Conquestador Casino mobile offers mobile-compatible games. As such, you won’t have any issues loading up Conquestador casino games on your Android and Apple devices.

[image: ]

License and Security

Conquestador Casino offers fair gaming and security as it holds licenses from the Malta Gaming Authority and the UK Gambling Commission. The casino’s licensing numbers respectively are: Malta Gaming Authority – MGA/B2C/818/2020 and UK Gambling Commission – UK 051011-R-328955-011. These licenses guarantee fair and secure gaming at the casino. They additionally bank on end-to-end encryption systems and 128-bit SSL encryption to safeguard user’s data. You can easily verify the last bit by checking out the green lock icon at the left-hand corner of your browser’s address bar.

Customer Support

Support reps are available on a 24/7 basis or periodically, depending on the mode of communication you’ve reached out to them with. To reach out, simply send a mail via their email address or via the live chat feature. Live Chat is easily accessible by tapping on the Contact Us button in the bottom-right corner of the Support page. For email, simply forward your message to [email protected]. Keep in mind that while issues via live chat support are resolved instantly, it may take up to a few business days for your email requests to be addressed. Fortunately, there’s a FAQ section where you get to have your basic questions resolved. Quite handy if you intend to learn more about the support.

                                

                                                    

                    

                

                            
                    
                        
                        
                                                            	
                                                Info                                            	
                                                Description                                            
	
                                                            📱 EMAIL                                                        	
                                                            [email protected]                                                        
	
                                                            📞 PHONE SUPPORT                                                        	
                                                            Unavailable                                                        
	
                                                            🖥️ LIVE CHAT                                                        	
                                                            Supported                                                        


                                                    

                    

                


                            
                    
                        
                            
                                                            
                                    Conclusion

Conquestador casino offers a premier choice for Canadian players seeking exceptional gambling. Founded in 2018, the casino boasts licenses from reputable authorities like Malta Gaming Authority and the UK Gambling Commission.

New players are greeted with a lucrative welcome package of up to CAD $2,000 and 200 free spins spread across five deposits. Conquestador Casino game selection, featuring renowned developers like NetEnt and Microgaming, offers top slots alongside poker and blackjack, roulette, and live dealer games for your entertainment.

The platform simplifies transactions with multiple payment options, including Visa, MasterCard, and e-wallets, ensuring easy deposits and withdrawals. The mobile-optimized website provides gameplay on various devices.

                                

                                                    

                    

                

                            
                    
                        
                                                            
                                    FAQ                                

                            
                            
                                
                                        
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Is Conquestador Casino Legal in Canada?                                                

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Absolutely. At Conquestador Casino, we are proud to operate under the regulatory oversight of esteemed offshore gambling authorities, including the Malta Gaming Authority (MGA) and the UK Gambling Commission (UKGC). These certifications assure our commitment to providing a legal, secure, and fair gambling environment. Rest assured, as a player in Canada, you're engaging in completely legal and regulated online gambling when you choose to play at Conquestador Casino.                                                

                                            

                                        


                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    How old do I need to be to Play at Conquestador Casino?                                                

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    At Conquestador Casino, we adhere strictly to legal age requirements for responsible gaming. You must be at least 19 years old to play at our casino. We strongly advise against signing up with false identities. It's essential for every player to complete KYC (Know Your Customer) checks before making their first withdrawal. This is a crucial step to ensure both your security and compliance with legal standards.  Please be aware that if you register under a false alias, you will be required to forfeit all your deposits and any earnings accumulated. We take these measures seriously to maintain a safe and legal gaming environment for all our players. Thank you for understanding and respecting these requirements at Conquestador Casino.                                                

                                            

                                        


                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Is there an App I can download for Conquestador?                                                

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Yes, you can enhance your gaming experience with our convenient Conquestador Casino mobile app! It's readily available for download on your smartphone via the Google Play Store. To get started, simply open the Play Store on your device and search for the Conquestador Casino app. Before initiating the download, please make sure you have sufficient storage space on your device. Our app is designed to bring the excitement and fun of Conquestador Casino right to your fingertips, wherever you go.                                                

                                            

                                        


                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Does Conquestador Online Casino Support Responsible Gaming?                                                

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    At Conquestador Online Casino, our dedication to responsible gaming is unwavering. We are fully committed to providing a safe and controlled gaming environment for all our players. This commitment is reflected in our support for Self-Exclusion programs and the availability of Gamcare therapy options for those who may need them.  If you require assistance or more information regarding responsible gaming, our customer support team is readily available to guide you. We take great pride in being a responsible gaming operator, and this aspect is a significant part of the Conquestador Casino experience. Your well-being is our priority, and we are here to support you in maintaining a balanced and enjoyable gaming journey.                                                
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